ON AVERAGES OF NEWTONIAN POTENTIALS
MAXWELL O. READE

1. Introduction. Averages (mean-values) have proved extremely
useful in the investigation of properties of potential functions [2, 3,
4, 7, 9, 11 ] -,1 to a great extent this has been due to the fact that averages of potential functions are themselves smoother potential functions.
It is the purpose of this note to exhibit the relations between the
mass distribution <r(E) associated with the potential function
A\U(x, y)], which is an average of a potential function U(x} y),
and the mass distribution p(E) associated with U(x, y). In a general sense it is proved that a(E)=A[fx(E)]
and that the density
Da(x, y) of a(E) is the corresponding average of the density Dn(x, y).
Precise statements of these results are contained in §4 below.
It should be noted that Thompson has investigated the problem
noted above [l 1 ] ; except for an error in the statement of his most general result (given without proof), his results are substantially those
contained here. However, whereas Thompson's method depends upon
a discussion of the interchange of the order of integration in iterated
Radon-Stieltjes integrals, the method of this paper depends upon the
use of approximations to potentials by means of smoother potentials.
Both for the sake of completeness and to point up the difference of the
two methods, a proof of Thompson's (corrected) general result (which
is Theorem 3 of this note), based upon Thompson's own method, is
given in §4 below.
2. Notation and definitions. Let F be a closed bounded set in the
x, y-plane, and let fi(e) be an arbitrary distribution of positive mass
on F} that is, ju(e) is defined for all Borel sets e in F such that (i)
/x(e) èO, (ii) MCEXI^*) — S ^ I M (£*•)> for each sequence {ei\ of mutually
disjoint Borel sets contained in F [6, p. 25]. The distribution ix(e) is
said to be of finite total amount if fi(e) is uniformly bounded for all e
in F.
A distribution ix(e) may be extended so as to be defined for all Borel
sets E in the plane by means of the definition [3, p. 227 ] JJL(E) ^ / X ( £ • F).
I t is apparent t h a t p{E) satisfies (i) and (ii) above. In this paper it
is assumed that all distributions have been thus extended to all Borel
sets in the plane, although, strictly speaking, each distribution had
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been originally defined only for those Borel sets contained in a closed
bounded set F.
The density of JJL(E) at (x, y) is defined as [10, p. 149]
(1)

D8»(x, y) s lim

f-

when the limit exists, where Dp is the closed circular disc with center
at (x, y) and radius p. For distributions of the type used in this paper,
it is well known that A,JU(X, y) exists almost everywhere [10, pp. 115,
149].
The Borel set E is said to be \x-regular if and only if \x{E — E) = 0,
where E is the point set closure of E [5, p. 9].
The sequence of mass distributions {/xn(£)} is said to converge to
the mass distribution ix{E) if and only if fx(E) =limn-»00jun(£) for each
open /x-regular set £ . The sequence {/Xn(-E)} is said to be of uniform
finite total amount if and only if ixn(E) is uniformly bounded for all E
and for all n.
The Newtonian potential at (x, y) of the distribution }i(E) is defined by the Stieltjes-Radon integral [10, pp. 65-67]
(2)

u(x, y) s

I J

log —d/*(£, ij),

J J w

JrQ

where P s ( x j ) , Q = (£, 17), P Q ^ x - ^ + fr-rç)2)1'2, and where the
integral is extended over the whole finite plane W. It should be noted
that the integral in (2) is in fact a finite integral since fx(E) vanishes
for all E disjoint with some closed bounded set F; however, the use
of W simplifies some of the discussion below.
R will always denote an open oriented rectangle with sides parallel
to the coordinate axes, while 9Î will always denote the open rectangle
with vertices (±ft, ±k).
If £ is a previously assigned Borel set, then EXty, for fixed (#, y),
denotes the set of all points {(x+x', y+y')} for which (x', y') is in £ ,
and £** denotes the set of all points {(x — x', y — yf)\ for which
(x', y') is in E.
The average of £/(#, y) over rectangles dtx.y is defined by
Ahtk(*> y)

s

Ah,k[U(x

+ f, y + rj)]

4AfeJ «/«a
tx,y
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while the average of U(x, y) over open circular discs D(x, y\ p), with
center at (x, y) and radius p, is defined by [l, 2]
y)d£dyi,
irp J J D(x,v,p)

In this paper, an iterated circular average 3lp3)(#, y) [3, p. 236] will
be used, where

%i;\x,y)^%<;)[%<;\x + 1:,y + rl)],

€\*, y) ^ ^[^i*

+ S, y + v)l

3. Lemmas. Some of the important known results in potential theory that will be used here are listed in the form of lemmas. However,
the corollary to Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and the remark following
Lemma 3 are new.
Let U(x, y) be a Newtonian potential with associated mass distribution ix(E), of finite total amount; then the following lemmas hold.
LEMMA 1 [3, p. 236]. « p (* f y)=%f(x,
y) is a Newtonian potential
with continuous partial derivatives of the second order, with mass distribution

(3)

M,([

^lAdxdy_
J J

E

2x

where A is the Laplace operator, such that %p(x, y) / U(x, y) as p—>0;
moreover, if p is bounded, then {fxp(E)} is of uniform finite total amount.
LEMMA 2 [9, p. 351 ]. There exists a sequence \pn} \ 0 as n—> <*>, such
that {fiPn(E)} converges to fx{E).
COROLLARY. If V(x, y) is another Newtonian potential with associated mass distribution v{E), of finite total amount, then there exists a
sequence {pn} \ 0, as n—> <*>, such that \iJLPn(E)} and {vPn(E)} converge
to ix(E) and v(E), respectively] here vPn(E) is defined by an expression
analogous to (3).
PROOF. The construction of the convergent sequence {fxPn(E)} in
Lemma 2, as given by Riesz [9, pp. 351-352], follows a Cantor "diagonal" process which may be extended so as to yield a convergent
sequence {vPn(E)}.
LEMMA 3. If {juPn(E)} is the convergent sequence noted in Lemma 2,
and if Ris a fixed rectangle in the plane, then Rx>y is ^-regular f or almost
all points (x, y) in the plane; hence, except for a set of superficial measure
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zero it follows that
(4)

lim ixPn(Rxtv)

Œ

M(JR*,ir).

PROOF. Since n(E) is essentially distributed on a closed bounded
set F, there is a sufficiently large rectangle R* containing all the mass,
that is, there is a rectangle R* containing F such that IJL(F) =ju(i?*)
<oo. Now according to Reichelderfer and Ringenberg [8, p. 235]
there are at most a countable number of values of x, {&}, and y,
{rji}i such t h a t the mass on the lines x = £i and y = r]i, i = l, 2, • • • ,
is positive; hence, since R has fixed dimensions, it follows that the
boundary of Rx,y may have positive mass if and only if the point
(x, y) lies on a certain plane set consisting of a countable number of
lines, t h a t is, Rx,y is /^-regular except possibly for a plane set of measure zero. The second part of the lemma follows from the definition
of convergence of {fxPn(E)} to JU(-E).
Remark. The key to the preceding proof is the result due to Reichelderfer and Ringenberg quoted above. However, that result can be
extended to oblique lines as well as to other sufficiently smooth curves,
and thus yield more general results. For example, under the hypothesis that fx(F) <oo, there are at most a countable number of lines
with a fixed direction, say a, t h a t have positive mass; hence Rx,y in
(4) may be replaced by Ux,y where II is a certain fixed polygon.
LEMMA 4 [3, p. 231]. The limit of a monotone increasing convergent
sequence of Newtonian potentials, whose mass distributions are uniformly of finite total amount, is a Newtonian potential with an associated mass distribution of finite total amount.

4. Main results. The proof of Theorem 1 illustrates the general
method used in the paper.
T H E O R E M 1. If U(x, y) is a Newtonian potential with associated mass
distribution ix(E), of finite total amount, then A(x, y)=An,h(x, y) is a
Newtonian potential with an associated mass distribution cr(E) of finite
total amount; moreover, <r(E) is unique and given by each of the representations

(5)

*(E)= f f
J

JE

^~dxdy,
4:hk

and

(6)

a(E) = —- f f »(Ex,y)dxdy.
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PROOF. Since £/(x, y) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1, it follows that there is a sequence {pn} \ 0, as n—» <*>, such that {/xPtt(£)}
converges to /JL(E), where ixPn(E) is defined by (3). Moreover, by
Lemma 1, 2l£f (x, y)=$tn(x, y) is sufficiently smooth so that Fubini's
classic theorem may be used to prove that

U ( « , y) s n™[Ahth(* + «. y + v)] = ^ , * t ó * + *, y +1?)]
holds. But 2tn(#, y) is a Newtonian potential, so that (7) yields

m w,, „ - i ƒ£ [ //jog -L ^ M «,] «*.
where P = ( x + Ç , y+17) and Q = (s, <). If (5, t) is replaced by
($+£, t-j-r]) then (8) becomes

(9)

SU(*. y)

- - f f r rr
4hkJ J%LJ JW

log ^^+^+^^i^,
P'Q

2V

J

where P' = (x, y). If Fubini's theorem is applied to (9), then
%nA(x, y)

w

rr log_in rr w + u + i
JJw

P'QL^hkJ

JM

2TT

-i dsdt
J

holds ; now an application of both Leibnitz' rule and Fubini's theorem
to (10) yields
1 A2Ul(s, 0 , ,
(11)
KnA(X,y)=ffwlogdsdt.
Q
2T
From (11) it follows t h a t 2l„^4(x, y) =A%.n(x, y) is a Newtonian potential with mass distribution

(12)

C C A S I ^ z , y)

*„„(£) ^ I

J JE

±JJLdxiy.

27T

By Lemma 1, %n{x, y)/U(x,
y) a s n—» oo ; hence (7) yields
%nA{x, y)/lA(x> y), as n—*<x>. Therefore, by Lemmas 1 and 4,
A (x, y) is a Newtonian potential with an associated mass distribution
(of finite total amount), say (r(E).
By the corollary to Lemma 2, there is a sequence {pn' } \ 0 as w—> oo,
such that {jjLp'n(E)} converges to fx(E) and {<rp'n(E)} converges toer(E),
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where <rp'H(E) is defined by an expression similar to (3). If the substitutions y$(x9 y)=an(x, y), %$A(x9 y)^anA(xt
y), nP'n{E)^ixn(E), and
<Tp'n(E) zzan(E) are made, then it follows that for each R,
fjin(R) s

I I àa
—"^
' " dxdy
n(x, y)
J JR
2w

and

(13)

<rn(R) m ƒ ƒ

AanA(x, y)
2x

dxdy

must hold.
Now (13) may be written in the forms
Aa h (* + £, y + 1?)

(14)

'•» " /ƒ« [=»ƒƒ. """"'2'/""^ I * *
Mn(9t«, y)

"ƒƒ.

4Â*

• d#dy,

and

(15)
4:hkJ •/»
Since {(r n (E)} converges to cr(E), it follows from (14) and Lemma 3
that
(16)

<r(R*) = lim an(R*) = f f

dxdy
4Afe

holds for all (r-regular JR*. Since each rectangle i? is the point set
limit of a monotone increasing sequence of cr-regular rectangles, say
{R*} SR, such that [8, p. 236] lim n wr(2?»*)«<r(jR), it follows from
(16) t h a t

JJBMk
holds for all rectangles R.
Let D be any large open disc that contains F in the interior, such
that the distance between the boundaries of F and D exceeds (h+k).
The mass distribution defined by
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is an extension of the rectangle function (17) to the class of mass distributions within J9; moreover, <r(E) is such an extension of (17) too.
But Reichelderfer and Ringenberg have shown that the extension of
a rectangle function such as (17) to the class of mass distributions defined for all Borel sets within D is unique [8, p. 234], that is,
<r(£) =cr*(E) for all Borel sets E within D. Since D was an arbitrary,
large disc, it follows that a(E) =<r*(E) for all Borel sets in the plane.
Hence (5) holds.
In a similar way, (6) may be derived from (IS) and the "extension
theorem" of Reichelderfer and Ringenberg noted above. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY

1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the relation
Ds<r(x, y) =
Ahk

holds almost everywhere.
A proof follows at once from (1) and (5).
In keeping with the remark made following Lemma 3, one can state
the following theorem and corollary whose proofs would follow the
lines of the preceding two proofs.
PROOF.

T H E O R E M 2. Let T be a fixed figure in the plane, of superficial measure I T\ 5*0, and let A(x, y) be the average of the Newtonian potential
U(x, y), defined in Theorem 1, over TXtV. If the analogue of Lemma 3
holds, that is, if limnH>00/iPn(ra;,y) — ii(Tx%y), almost everywhere, then
A (x, y) is a Newtonian potential with associated mass distribution

(18)

a(E) = ff^

M<

j ^ | y ) dxdy =

-^-jj^(EXty)dxdy}

of finite total amount.
COROLLARY

2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2,
fj>(TXtV)

D*<r(x, y) «

|

-

holds almost everywhere.
It is now a simple matter to obtain the following general result.
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T H E O R E M 3. Let G be a fixed open set in the plane, with superficial
measure \G\ <<*>, and let A(G; xy y) be the average of the Newtonian
potential U(x> y), defined in Theorem 1, over GXtV. Then A(G; x, y) is a
Newtonian potential with associated mass distribution

(19)

<r(E) = ƒ ^ ~^-

dxdy = -^ J' f^(Ex,v)dxdy,

of finite total amount.
PROOF. Since G is an open set in the plane, \G\ <<*>, there exists a
monotone increasing sequence of open sets {T n }, such that each Tn
is the sum of a finite number of simple, open polygons, and such
that {,Tr)x,v/GXlV, as n—> <*>, for each x, y. In what follows, T will denote a member of the sequence {T n }, and instead of using the symbol "rc—•*>,» the symbol "T/A"
will be used.
It is necessary to approximate the average

MG; x, y) s -r—r- ƒ ƒ
(20)

^

U(x + t,y + v)d^dv
^

G\ J JGx,y
\G\

U& v)d£dri.

One such approximation is the average,
A(T; x, y) = • _ ƒ ƒ

(21)

T

'J

U(x + t, y + i)dZdr,

= i—f f f
\T\J

U& rùdtdri.

J Tx,y

Now by virtue of the remark following Lemma 3, it follows that Theorem 2 applies to the average (21) because T is the sum of a finite
number of simple polygons. Hence A(T; x, y) is a Newtonian potential of the form
r r

m)

1

fx(Ttv)

A(T.,x,y)=sjjj0g7--J¥vmv<

where P = (x, y), (? = (£, rj)f and where (18) holds. Moreover, since
ju(E) is a distribution of positive mass, it follows that
(23)

JK(ÏY,) /

/i(G«.,),

as

r /

il,

holds for all £, 77. Now it follows from (20), (21), (22), and (23) that
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(24)

A{G; x, y) = lim A{T; x, y) = f f log - 1 - ^ T " <#*»
r^
•/ •/ w
JrQ I Cr I
holds for all (x, ^ ) . It now follows from (24) and the definition of a
Newtonian potential that A (G ; xy y) is a Newtonian potential having
a summable density Da(x> y) for which
(25)

Da(x, y) -

^

holds almost everywhere.
The relation (19) now follows from (18) and (25). This completes
the proof.
Another proof of the preceding theorem will now be given; this
proof is based upon Thompson's method [ l l ] .
From (2) and (20) we have
(26)

A(G; x, y) s A(x9 y) « -T—T f f
d£dy f f log —— d»(s, t),
| G J J J GX,V
J Jw
MQ

where M = (s, t), Q = (£, 77). Since the integrand in (26) is a lower semicontinuous function, the order of integration may be interchanged;
hence
(27)

A(x, y) = -r—r f f

dii(s, f) f f

log — - d^drj.

But
I !

J Jax,v

log

dÇdrj = I I

MQ

log

d£dri;

J JQ**t *PQ

hence (27) becomes

I Or I J Jw

J J

G%*t

FQ

where
(29)

^,,(E) = |£.G,**|.

Now it follows from a fundamental result of Thompson [ l l ] that
(28) may be written in the form
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*,(«. , ) * ( « . O ] .

Consider a (E) defined by
(31)

<r(E) = ƒ ƒ

v.,i{E)d^s, t).

From (29) and (31) it follows that

(32)

<r(£)= f f

|£G*1|MM)

J Jw

= I I

dju(s> O i l

^ ^

= I I ^/i(^, O i l B{u, VJ 5» t)dudv
(33)

= I I
J Jw

dwcfo I I J3(w, v; 5, t)dix(s, t)t
J Jw

where
B(u, v\ sy 0 = 1>
J5(w, t>; s, 0 = 0 ,

(w,fl)in EG8,t,
(w, z>) not in EG8,u

But for each (u, v) in E, B{u, v; s, t) vanishes except for (s, 0 'in GUtV.
Hence (33) yields the first part of (19).
Now (19), (29), (30), and (32) yield (24), which is a Newtonian potential with density (25) ; this latter holds almost everywhere.
Since ix(F)<<*> and F is bounded, it follows from (31) that <r(E)
is bounded. This completes the proof.
At this point it should be remarked that Thompson's error consisted of writing G** for GXtV in (19) and (25).
5. Conclusion. Additional results may be obtained by considering
point averages and averages over curves.
It should be noted that the following interesting result follows from
(19):
(34)

f f n(Gx,y)dxdy = f f n{Ex,v)dxdy

for each open set G and for each set E measurable Borel. It would be
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interesting to see a direct proof of this equality based upon Fubini's
theorem.
Added in proof. Professor H . Fédérer has informed the author t h a t
he has found a direct proof of (34).
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